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Aims: Right- and left-side-dominant individuals reveal target-matching asymmetries between joints of the dominant
and non-dominant upper limbs. However, it is unclear if such asymmetries are also present in lower limb’s joints. We
hypothesized that right-side-dominant participants perform knee joint target-matching tasks more accurately with
their non-dominant leg compared to left-side-dominant participants. Methods: Participants performed position sense
tasks using each leg by moving each limb separately and passively on an isokinetic dynamometer. Results: Side-
dominance affected (p< 0.05) knee joint absolute position errors only in the non-dominant leg but not in the
dominant leg: right-side-dominant participants produced less absolute position errors (2.82°± 0.72°) with the
non-dominant leg compared to left-side-dominant young participants (3.54°± 0.33°). Conclusions: In conclusion,
right-side-dominant participants tend to perform a target-matching task more accurately with the non-dominant leg
compared to left-side-dominant participants. Our results extend the literature by showing that right-hemisphere
specialization under proprioceptive target-matching tasks may be not evident at the lower limb joints.
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Introduction

Due to the evolutionary specialization of the left hemisphere for skilled motor activities (12,
13, 39), 90% of healthy adults are right-hand-dominant and perform fundamental manual
motor tasks with the right hand (27, 33, 44). This behavioral asymmetry is known as “right-
handedness.”

Proprioception is an essential element of motor control. Activation of muscle, skin, and
joint receptors allows sensing the orientation of body and body parts even in the absence of
vision [for reviews, see (7, 28)]. Right-handed participants perform proprioceptive target-
matching tasks more accurately when using the non-dominant left thumb (25, 29), elbow
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(9, 10, 18), or multiple joints of the upper limb (ankle, knee, shoulder, and finger) (15)
compared to left-handed participants performing the same task with the non-dominant right
hand. One reason could be that kinesthesia is associated with a network of active brain areas
(e.g., motor areas, cerebellum, and high-order somatosensory areas) in right-handed healthy
participants, providing evidence for a right-hemisphere dominance for perception of limb
movement (23). Although the non-preferred arm/hemisphere system is specialized for static
limb position control, whereas the preferred arm/hemisphere system is responsible for
dynamic limb trajectory control (31, 32), this asymmetry appears to be selective for right
handers, but not for left handers (34). These data suggest that right-hemisphere specialization
underlies proprioceptive feedback (8, 23). On the other hand, in a few cases, left-handed
individuals also had smaller target-matching task errors when matching with the non-
dominant compared to the dominant arm (11), and some previous studies even failed to
present target-matching asymmetry between upper limb joints on the right and left sides of
the body. These contradictory results are probably due to the inconsistencies in experimental
modalities (2, 24, 29) or to the low number (3–5) of testing trials (1, 2).

Most previous studies examined the effects of handedness on the proprioception of
upper limb joints (9, 10, 15, 18, 25, 29), so it is unclear if right-hemisphere specialization
for proprioceptive target-matching tasks (8, 23) is also evident in lower limb joints. The
effects of footedness on leg proprioception have been poorly investigated, even though it
might be a better indicator of brain lateralization (5), being less affected by external and
societal factors than handedness (41). Although it has been shown that knee joint position
sense is not more accurate in the non-preferred left limb under non-weight-bearing, partial
weight-bearing, and full weight-bearing conditions (2), strongly right-side-dominant
participants consistently sense movements more accurately using the left joints on both
the upper and lower limbs (15).

Nevertheless, further work is needed to systematically determine whether proprioceptive
asymmetry is evident in lower limb. Despite the large quantity of data on upper limb target-
matching behavior, it remains unknown whether lower limb proprioceptive asymmetry is
different between right- and left-side-dominant individuals. Conferring with the data on
upper limb proprioception, answering this question would provide a deeper insight into the
mechanism of laterality. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine if
side-dominance affects knee joint target-matching asymmetries between the dominant and
non-dominant legs. We hypothesized that right-side-dominant participants perform knee
joint target-matching tasks more accurately with their non-dominant leg compared to left-
side-dominant participants.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-four healthy adults (age= 23.6± 3.6 years, range= 20–35, 13 men) volunteered for
the experiment and were assigned to a right-side-dominant (RD; n= 12) or a left-side-
dominant (LD; n= 12) group. To determine whether the participants were strongly right-side-
dominant, both handedness and leg dominance were measured. Handedness was determined
using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (26), a scale that is used to measure the degree of
hand laterality in daily activities, such as writing, drawing, throwing, using scissors, brushing
teeth, opening a box, striking a match, and using a pair of scissors, knife, spoon, and a broom.
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Leg dominance was determined by one- or two-foot item skill tests such as kicking a ball or
stepping up on a chair (38). Laterality index was calculated by totaling the number of tasks
performed using the right limb (R) and the number of tasks performed using the left limb (L)
and computing the following statistic: (R− L)/(R+ L) × 100. Laterality index was 96± 13
for handedness and 99± 2 for footedness in right-side-dominant, and −89± 14 and −94± 10
in left-side-dominant participants, showing strong right- or left-side dominance, respectively.
Participants had no past or current neurological or orthopedic disorders. After giving both
verbal and written explanation of the experimental protocol, participants signed an informed
consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedures
Sample size calculations [G*Power 3.1.7 (6)] for position error between right- and left-side-
dominant participants were performed based on a previous study (35), which measured the
accuracy and instability of arm position sense as a function of age, sex, and arm. Power
analysis for one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the sample size.
High levels of interindividual variability are known to be associated with target-matching
asymmetry between the dominant and non-dominant limbs that can make it difficult to detect
changes in the measured variables, such as absolute position error. Therefore, only small or
moderate effect size needs to be used for prestatistical power analysis, which results in a total
sample size of 22, assuming type-I error of 0.05 and power of 0.80. Twenty-four participants
per group were recruited with consideration for dropouts.

Participants visited the laboratory once. The two legs were tested in a random order.
Position sense measurements were performed on an isokinetic dynamometer (Cybex NORM,
Cybex, Division of Lumex, Inc., Ronkonkoma, New York, USA). Figure 1 shows the

Fig. 1. Setup for the
proprioception measurements.
Participant was seated in the
dynamometer chair in an

upright position. One leg hung
freely over the edge of the
chair and the other leg was
fixed to the attached free-
moving arm, with a flexion
angle of approximately 90°.
Subject wore blindfolds for
both tasks to eliminate vision
and headphones with white

noise in the motion sense task
to eliminate auditory cues
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experimental setup. Participants wore a blindfold for both tasks to eliminate vision, and
headphones with white noise in the motion sense task to eliminate auditory cues. Participants
sat on the dynamometer seat in an upright position. One leg hung freely over the edge of the
dynamometer seat and the other leg was attached to the dynamometer’s lever.

The measurement of position sense was calculated based on a previous study (4). To
perform position sense measurements without any input from active muscle contractions that
could influence the participant’s perception, measurements were performed by moving the
limb passively. Before data collection, a test trial was performed to familiarize the participant
with the procedure. Data were collected at targets of 30°, 45°, and 60° in a random order to
minimize the potential influence of learning. The initial starting position was 90° of knee
flexion. Participants were instructed to focus on the position of the leg and then the leg was
passively moved at a velocity of 4°/s toward the target angle specified by the protocol. The
target angle was then held for 5 s before the dynamometer’s arm returned to the initial starting
position (90° of knee flexion). After 5 s, the knee joint was passively extended again at a
speed of 4°/s, and the participant was instructed to push a hold button as soon as he or she
sensed that the previously practiced target position had been reached. To maintain attentional
alert, after every five trials, participants counted backward by seven, starting from a two-digit
number given by the experimenter.

Each target angle was repeated five times, giving 15 data points both for the dominant
and the non-dominant leg. Any deviation in degrees from the target position was defined as
the absolute position error and used in the data analyses. The 15 data points were then
averaged to calculate an average per participant for both the dominant and non-dominant legs.

Statistical analyses
We report the data as mean± SD. All data were checked for normal distribution using the
Shapiro–Wilk’s test. Variables that were not normally distributed were log-transformed. The
analyses were performed on the transformed data using SPSS (v. 22.0) but the data are
reported in the non-transformed form. A 2 × 2 [side-dominance (right-side-dominant; left-
side-dominant) × Leg (dominant; non-dominant)] ANOVA was used to measure, if handed-
ness affects leg function defined as asymmetries in knee joint absolute position errors
between the dominant and non-dominant legs. Complementary independent samples t-tests
were used to detect the differences in absolute position errors between and within groups. In
addition, effect sizes between and within groups were calculated as Cohen’s d (3). Finally,
one-way ANOVAs in each group for both legs were performed to investigate, if absolute
position errors differ between the three target angles (30°, 45°, and 60°). Statistical
significance was set at p< 0.05. Results were interpreted by a confidence interval of 95%.

Results

Table I shows the proprioceptive target-matching data for both legs. There were differences in
proprioceptive target-matching asymmetries based on side-dominance (F2, 21= 7.819, p=
0.003, Wilk’s= 0.573, partial η2= 0.43). Side-dominance affected knee joint absolute position
errors in the non-dominant leg (F1, 22= 12.398, p= 0.002, partial η2= 0.36) but not
in the dominant leg (F1, 22= 2.196, p= 0.153, partial η2= 0.09). Subsequent t-tests showed
that RD participants produced less (p= 0.002) absolute position errors with the non-dominant
leg (2.82°± 0.72°) compared to participants in the LD group (3.53°± 0.32°, Cohen’s d= 1.27)
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(Fig. 2A). Furthermore, LD group (p= 0.003) produced less absolute position error with the
left-dominant leg (2.92°± 0.38°) compared to the right non-dominant (3.53°± 0.32°,
Cohen’s d= 1.73) leg (Fig. 2B). No significant interactions were found between the position
target angles in the dominant and the non-dominant leg either in RD (F2, 33= 0.015,
p= 0.985; F2, 33= 1.024, p= 0.370, respectively), or in LD groups (F2, 33= 0.254, p= 0.777;
F2, 33= 0.216, p= 0.807, respectively).

Discussion

We determined the effects of side-dominance on target-matching asymmetry between the
dominant and non-dominant legs. In contrast with previous studies (9, 10, 18), which
reported more accurate target-matching in the non-dominant joints compared to the dominant
ones, the present results revealed no differences in accuracy between dominant and non-
dominant legs. On the other hand, we found that right-side-dominant participants were more
accurate in the target-matching task with the non-dominant leg than the left-side-dominant
subjects.

Table I.Mean absolute position errors obtained from a proprioceptive target-matching task in the dominant and non-
dominant legs

Dominant leg Non-dominant leg

Mean (±SD) Mean (±SD)

RD 3.49 (1.03) 2.66 (0.45)

LD* 2.92 (0.38) 3.53 (0.32)

Values are absolute position errors (degrees). SD: standard deviation; RD: participants with right-side dominance
(n= 12); LD: participants with left-side dominance (n= 12).
*Significant difference between dominant and non-dominant legs (p< 0.05)

Fig. 2. Side-dominance influences knee joint proprioceptive target-matching asymmetries. (A) Right-side-dominant
participants (RD; filled bar) produced less absolute errors during position target-matching test with the non-dominant
leg compared to left-side-dominant participants (LD; open bar). (B) Left-side-dominant participants (LD) produced

less absolute mean errors with the left-dominant (filled bar) than the right non-dominant (open bar) leg
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that determined whether target-
matching was more accurate when using the non-dominant leg, just as it was shown in
thumb (25, 29), elbow (9, 10, 18), or in multiple joints of the upper limb (ankles, knees,
shoulders, and fingers) (15) in right-handed individuals and in elbow (11) in left-handed
individuals. In contrast to our hypothesis, we found no asymmetry in the knee joint target-
matching task in right-side-dominant participants. In line with our results, several previous
studies also failed to present target-matching asymmetry between upper limb joints on the
right and left sides of the body (2, 24, 29) probably due to the different methodologies.
First, the lack of limb asymmetry observed in joint position reproduction tests may be due
to the low number (3–5) of testing trials (1, 2). Second, studies that aim to measure
proprioception used target position generation or matching tests; however, these methods
involve different mechanisms. Sensory feedback has important role in all aspects of
movement and proprioception provides the primary source of sensory information. In
passive movement control, input from cutaneous receptors seems to play a greater role in
sensory feedback, as fusimotor activity and the sensory feedback from muscle spindles are
diminished. In contrast, in active movement, both fusimotor drive and muscle spindle
feedback are involved, thus playing a more dominant role (45). Furthermore, position sense
tends to be better for the more proximal than the distal joints (14), reflecting differences in
the number of muscle spindles present in the joints (36). It has been argued that
proprioceptive asymmetry may be evident only at distal joints and not at proximal joints
due to the specific organization of the motor system. While proximal musculature is
innervated by both hemispheres, more distal musculature has been thought to be innervated
largely by the contralateral hemisphere (19, 22).

On the other hand, right-side-dominant participants produced less absolute position
errors (2.82°± 0.72°) with the non-dominant leg compared to left-side-dominant young
participants (3.54°± 0.33°), suggesting that the non-dominant arm/contralateral hemisphere
specialization for the utilization of proprioceptive feedback (8, 23) seems to be selective only
for right handers, but not for left handers (34). In right-handed healthy participants,
kinesthesia is associated with a network of active brain areas including motor areas, the
cerebellum, and the right fronto-parietal areas including high-order somatosensory areas,
providing evidence for a right-hemisphere dominance for perception of limb movement (23).
The results from previous studies are controversial whether handedness is related to
activation asymmetries in different parts of the brain. For example, there is a strong
relationship between handedness and activation asymmetries in the motor (42, 43) and
somatosensory cortex (20); others found that motor cortex asymmetry was less pronounced in
left handers than the right ones (17, 37) and the size of hand sensory representation from
thumb to little finger was similar in the two hemispheres (40). Although weaker lateralization
in left-handed than in right-handed individuals is often suggested, reversed asymmetries were
also reported for the left-handed population (11). The nature of side-dominance, including
handedness, is a consequence of brain lateralization through complex motor control processes
[for reviews, see (16, 30)]. Left handedness is a marker of atypical cerebral lateralization;
therefore, left-handed individuals have cognitive functions distributed more evenly across the
left and right cerebral hemispheres. This can be one of the reasons why left-handed
individuals are less likely to exhibit the functional asymmetries seen in right-handed
individuals. Second, right-handed individuals have lower left-hand thresholds than the right;
however, the asymmetry is based on cerebral lateralization. Therefore, left-handed partici-
pants may not exhibit the same central and peripheral asymmetry (21).
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A limitation of this study is the small effect size. While side-dominance showed a large
effect on knee joint absolute position errors in the non-dominant leg (Cohen’s d= 1.27), the
difference between right- and left-side-dominant subjects was only 0.7°. Although prestudy
statistical power calculation revealed that 22 subjects would be optimal to detect differences
in position error between groups, increasing the sample size would probably have a positive
influence on detecting more remarkable differences.

In summary, our results suggest that right-side-dominant participants tend to perform a
target-matching task with a greater accuracy with the non-dominant leg than left-
side-dominant individuals. Our results extend the literature by showing that right-hemisphere
specialization under proprioceptive target-matching tasks may be not evident in the knee
joints. Future studies need to recruit subjects with ambidexterity (subjects equally using both
the left and the right hands/legs) or “crossed laterality” (subjects with right-hand–left-leg
dominance or left-hand–right-leg dominance) to reliably determine the relationships between
handedness and footedness and its influence on joint proprioception. Future researches
should also be initiated to determine whether age influences differently knee joint target-
matching asymmetries between right- and left-side-dominant individuals. Finally, we
strongly encourage researchers to perform neuroanatomical studies to evaluate the underlying
physiological mechanisms for both upper and lower limb joint position sense through aging
that would further be informative for physiotherapists and trainers, who wish to maintain
balance function in old age.
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